1 Experimental methods
Study system and experimental setup
Golden shiners (Notemigonus crysoleucas) were purchased from Anderson Farms in Lonoke, AR in January, March, and April 2016 and were allowed to acclimate in the lab for two weeks prior to experiments. Fish were stored at a density of 20 individuals per 37-L tank on a flow-through system. Shiners were on average 5.5 cm in length. To more directly examine the contributions of individual responsiveness and spatial positioning on collective processing, we used groups of age-and sizematched shiners in our experiments to minimize any effects of age or size on shoal dynamics [11] . Similarly, we ensured all fish were fed simultaneously to control for differences in nutritional state or hunger level between fish, which have been shown to affect shoaling [10] .
Experimental trials took place in a 3.5 x 6.5 ft (1.06 x 1.98 m) featureless white tank surrounded by white curtains to minimize visual disturbance. Experiments were run in an isolated room to avoid sound disturbance from passersby; as a further precaution, two layers of carpet were placed along the bottom of the tank to dampen any vibrations in the building.
Trials were filmed with a Sony NEX-FS700 camera at 120 FPS in 1920 x 1080 pixel resolution. The camera was located about 2 m above the tank and was connected to an external Odyssey 7Q recorder (Convergent Design, Inc.) that saved the video to a solid state drive.
Trials took place between 9:00 and 17:00 in February, March, and May 2016. For each trial, a group of 40 fish was netted from a nearby room and transferred to the tank via a covered bucket. Once fish were in the tank, the curtains were fastened around the arena. The experimental water temperature, conductivity, and pH were kept similar to the parameters of the fish home tanks, with values of roughly 62
• F, 700 µS, and 7.1 pH. Fish were not fed for 24 hr prior to the trial. Immediately after placing fish in the tank and securing the curtains, the camera began recording and the experimenter left the room.
One hour after the onset of the trial, 10 mL of either Schreckstoff (treatment) or water (control) was dispensed into the tank via an automated sprayer. The automated sprayer consisted of a motor that pulled the fluid through the head of a perfume bottle, creating a fine mist that covered the middle of the experimental arena. Previous work has shown that such a mist quickly diffuses throughout the rest of the tank [8] . The automated sprayer quietly ran for 30 seconds before turning off. Due to general wear and tear of the motor from repeated use, the sprayer was replaced after 30 trials.
1.5 hr after the onset of the trial, the experimenter entered the room and terminated the trial. Fish were returned to their home tank and fed. The experimental tank was drained completely and scrubbed thoroughly with a sponge.
Experimental timeline
Due to the stress from the novelty of the experimental arena, all groups of fish were exposed to the arena in a mock control trial prior to the actual experiment. In other words, each group was netted from its home tank, transferred to the experimental arena, exposed to a water spray after one hour, and then fish were returned to their home tanks 30 min later. Five days later, groups were either exposed to Schreckstoff (N = 7 groups) or water (N = 5 groups). We waited until the second exposure to the tank before comparing responses to water and Schreckstoff to ensure the fish had sufficiently habituated to the novelty of the tank and the sound of the automatic sprayer. This meant any difference in response between the treatment and control fish could be attributed to Schreckstoff.
For the third-exposure Schreckstoff treatment, groups of shiners followed the above methods but were then exposed to Schreckstoff two more times (N = 6 groups). Each exposure was also five days apart. Due to an error in preparation, these trials were filmed at 60 FPS instead of 120 FPS.
Note that we refer to habituation here using the definition from [18] : "a behavioral response decrement that results from repeated stimulation and that does not involve sensory adaptation/sensory fatigue or motor fatigue." We used pilot trials prior to the experiment to determine that one trial was sufficient to habituate fish to the tank and sound of the motor, and three trials for Schreckstoff, as determined from lack of changes in the groups' shoaling. Trials were spaced sufficiently far apart that sensory adaptation, sensory fatigue, and motor fatigue are unlikely to play a role in the decrease in response to any of these stimuli.
Schreckstoff
While hypoxanthine-3-N-oxide has often been used in studies with simulated predation risk, Schreckstoff has been shown to contain a cocktail of compounds, primarily chondroitins, that induce the full range of reactionary behaviors [14] . As such, we prepared Schreckstoff directly from fish skin, as opposed to using a synthetic version (e.g., [8, 9, 13] ).
Fish were first euthanized via ice bath. Euthanasia was performed in this way to avoid any potential chemical interactions between Schreckstoff and a euthanizing anesthetic. The flank skin was then removed with a scalpel and placed into a beaker with cold water. The skin fragments were squeezed with forceps for 10 minutes before the solution was poured through a metal mesh to catch solids but allow liquid through. As a further filtration to ensure homogeneous Schreckstoff concentration, we used an aeropress coffee maker (AeroPress), which used air pressure to push the mixture through a nonreactive paper filter. The grade of the filter is not provided by the manufacturer, but standard coffee filters are 20 microns, meaning any particles larger than this were removed from the Schreckstoff mixture. We then divided the solution into 5-mL aliquots that were immediately stored at -20
• C (e.g., [13] ). Each aliquot consisted of Schreckstoff from 3.25 g shiner skin. We did not measure the exact concentration of chondroitins in each aliquot, but we do not believe there exists meaningful variation in Schreckstoff concentration between aliquots: for each round of data collection (February, March, and May), we created the Schreckstoff used for all trials at the same time and thoroughly mixed the stock solution before decanting.
Data extraction
We were interested in two time scales in this project: group dynamics for 30 min before and after receiving Schreckstoff (or water), and sudden bursts of alarms throughout the group (i.e., startle cascades). For broad group-level dynamics, we down-sampled videos of experimental trials to one frame per second and ran these videos through software that corrected for camera lens distortion, automatically tracked all individuals in videos, and estimated their body postures and visual fields (full details in 2.1). We then manually extracted all potential startle events (N = 837) from all experimental trials. For each trial, startles were extracted from the 15 min prior to the stimulus (Schreckstoff or water) through 15 min after the stimulus. To minimize human subjectivity in what constitutes a startle, we erred on the side of caution when deciding to extract events. In other words, we included events that were potentially not startles to avoid preemptively excluding events from analysis. These events were later filtered out once we set a threshold for startle behavior (see 3). Each startle video began 1 s before the potential startle and ended 3 s after the event to ensure the full event and resulting behavior of neighbors were captured. Three seconds is more than enough time to capture relevant behavior [19] , and it enabled us to gather detailed data on normal swimming behavior to form a baseline for comparison (Supplementary Figure S2, S3 ). All startle videos were then corrected for camera lens distortion before being run through software for automated data processing (2.1). To ensure accuracy in the resulting tracks, the tracks to all startle videos were then manually verified and corrected if necessary.
Description of software used for data extraction
Automated tracking of fish in videos was performed by SchoolTracker [19] , computer vision software previously developed with our group. Full details of how SchoolTracker detects fish, tracks their movement, and corrects occlusions can be found in [19] . To prepare videos for SchoolTracker, we first corrected for minor camera lens distortion 1 . The primary behavior of interest in this study was startle behavior, which consists of a fish executing a fast, sudden burst in swimming (full description in Sec 3). A fish performing a startle is difficult to automatically detect and track due to the large aberration from normal swimming behavior. Adjustments to the parameters in automated tracking to allow for startle detection introduce substantial noise in estimates of normal swimming. Therefore, we performed additional manual correction on the fish trajectories in each startle video to ensure accuracy in the description of startle and normal swimming behavior. To do this, we used custom-built software to compare estimates of fish positions and headings with the source videos and make adjustments if necessary.
In addition to spatial positions and headings, we estimated the body postures and visual information available to each fish via a ray-casting algorithm originally developed for [19] , with full details on this software present in their text.
3 Description of automated startle identification
Quantifying swimming intensity
A startle is a sudden anaerobic burst of swimming [5, 22] . Previous work has treated startles as a binary, stereotypic behavior [1, 5, 19] . However, startle behavior has increasingly been shown to be more variable than originally thought [3, 6] , and this variability may play a role in how alarms propagate through groups. While previous work has examined variation in speed, turning angle, or distance traveled (e.g., [4, 15] ), startles in this study were first manually identified, as opposed to using these measures to automatically label a startle. In fact, there has not yet been a measure proposed to distinguish between startles and normal swimming. Previous work set thresholds on speed and turning angle to label whether an individual had startled [19] , but this approach proved to result in too many fish being falsely identified as startling with our data, even when we raised the threshold.
We therefore turned to a measure for quantifying burst-like behavior: work rate, also known as change in kinetic energy. For individual i, its change in kinetic energy is given by
where the mass, m, is constant and equal for all fish (fish were approximately size-and age-matched), and s is speed. Rescaling by 1/m, this measure, which we label "intensity," reliably differentiates normal swimming and startles, and it further allows for a quantification of how strongly an individual startled (Supplementary Figures S2, S3) . In calculating intensity, we also apply a small rolling average to speed (window size = 0.1 s) to decrease noise. Our intensity measure outcompetes speed or acceleration in isolation (Supplementary Figure S2) for several reasons. First, measurements of speed or acceleration are often noisy and susceptible to video tracking error, even following manual correction and smoothing. This is particularly true for acceleration. The noisiness of these isolated measures means that high magnitudes of either variable do not necessarily correspond to the startle-like "burst" of swimming we are trying to describe in our data. For example, a fish may become separated from the school and will swim quickly (high speed) − yet steadily (low acceleration) − to the school to return. Similarly, a fish may be stationary and then begin turning in place (high acceleration, low speed). Neither of these instances reflect startle behavior. A high value of intensity, however, requires an increase in both speed and acceleration, which is most relevant for startle behavior.
Separating startles from normal swimming
To classify swimming behavior as a startle, we used a swimming intensity threshold that excluded most normal swimming behavior. We focused on the peak intensity each individual attained for each startle video, as this measure represents the largest burst of behavior that individual undertook. We first compared individuals who we manually identified as startling versus individuals we identified as exhibiting normal swimming behavior. To minimize subjectivity, we excluded any individuals that we perceived to be startling in response to an initiating startle, as it was more difficult to distinguish between the range of responses here. The distributions of peak intensities for startles and normal swimming were clearly different (Supplementary Figure S3 ). Normal swimming had a mean peak intensity of 18 , respectively. These distributions indicate that most of the time when fish are swimming normally, they are not moving quickly and accelerating simultaneously; i.e., they have a low intensity. Startles are easily characterized by simultaneously high speed and acceleration, i.e., high intensity.
An intensity value of roughly 110 cm 2 s −3 excluded 99.9% of the free swimming distribution. As such, we used this value as a threshold: fish attaining peak swimming intensities above 110 cm 2 s −3 were labeled as startling, and individuals with peak intensities below this value were labeled as non-responders. To ensure analytical results were not dependent on the exact value of the threshold, we ran a sensitivity analysis on threshold values ranging from 90 to 130 cm 2 s −3
(Supplementary Table S1 ). The same features were predictive of response to a neighboring startle (5.1).
Labeling response to an initiator's startle
Spontaneous startles occurred relatively infrequently (roughly once every 34.61 min/fish under baseline conditions and once every 17.72 min/fish under Schreckstoff). We considered startles within 50 cm (approximately 10 body lengths) of the initiator and 1 s to be related to one another, i.e., part of a cascade. Events that occurred within 1 s of one another but were further than 50 cm apart were considered independent cascades (15/837 events, 1.79%). We used a temporal window of 1 s after the initiator due to manual observations of startle videos and because this is approximately the duration when peak swimming intensities become comparable to normal swimming (Supplementary Figure S4 ).
Analyses related to group-level changes under perceived risk 4.1 Permutation tests
The core idea of a permutation test is to quantify how frequently a given difference between samples would occur, assuming the samples are drawn from identical populations. Permutation tests are non-parametric and do not make assumptions about the underlying population distributions, making them a versatile and powerful test [12, 16] . We used permutation tests to determine whether changes to average nearest neighbor distance, number of visible neighbors, proportion of vision occupied by neighbors, and cascade size following exposure to Schreckstoff or water were statistically significant. We will use the test on changes in cascade sizes as an example below.
In our case, we wanted to quantify how often we would observe our changes in cascade sizes if our treatment (e.g. the first exposure to Schreckstoff) had no effect. We first recorded the true difference in average cascade size before and after Schreckstoff, which served as our test statistic. We then combined the data and randomly allocated fake "before" and "after" categories, with the vectors matching the lengths of the original data. We recorded the difference in these simulated groups, then repeated the process 10,000 times to generate a distribution of expected changes in cascade size if the treatment had no effect. The proportion of the distribution containing our test statistic or more extreme values was used as our p-value.
It is important to note that our data are not independent. Cascades that occurred in Trial 1, for example, took place with one group of fish, whereas the cascades in Trial 5 are a different set of fish. We therefore needed to account for a potential effect of Group ID in our permutation test. To do so, we only performed shuffles within a group: for each permutation, we shuffled "before" and "after" categories within each group. We then recorded the mean change in average cascade size across all groups, then repeated this step 10,000 times.
Separate permutation tests were run for each treatment (first exposure to Schreckstoff, third exposure to Schreckstoff, and exposure to water).
Water treatment
As a control for the first exposure to Schreckstoff, we exposed groups of shiners to water (N = 5 groups). As with the first exposure to Schreckstoff, groups exposed to water also experienced a decrease in NND (t.s. = -0.365 cm, P < 0.0001), decrease in number of visible neighbors (t.s. = -0.47 neighbors, P < 0.0001) and increase in proportion of vision taken up by neighbors (t.s. = 2.45%, P < 0.0001), but these effects were small. (For comparison, fish decreased NND and number of visible neighbors on average 2.04 cm and 4.47 fish, and increased proportion of vision occupied by neighbors by 15.59%, upon first exposure to Schreckstoff.) These minor responses may have been due to the sound or vibration of the sprayer motor, or from the spray disturbing the surface of the tank water.
Packing fraction
In addition to measuring changes to nearest neighbor distance, we examined how packing fraction changes with exposure to Schreckstoff or water. Packing fraction measures the proportion of the group area that is occupied by group members [21] . A group with large spacing between individuals would have a low packing fraction because the ratio between the minimum area required by group members and the area actually occupied by the group is low, for example. As individuals move closer together, their areas begin occupying a larger proportion of the group area and hence the group's packing fraction increases.
Packing fraction is calculated by first constructing the alpha shape of the group [7] and calculating the area. We then divided 40 (the number of individuals in the group) by the area, then multiplied by the average area occupied by a group member (4 cm length x 1 cm width = 4 cm 2 ). We observed a similar response to NND for packing fraction: first exposure to Schreckstoff caused a sharp change in packing fraction, whereas third exposure to Schreckstoff and water did not cause changes (Supplementary Figure S1 ).
Changes to shape of cascade size distribution
We also examined whether the shape of the distribution of cascade sizes changed upon exposure to Schreckstoff. Upon first exposure to Schreckstoff, the distribution changed (Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test, D = 0.254, P < 0.0001) but not with water (D = 0.016, P > 0.99) or the third exposure to Schreckstoff (D = 0.040, P > 0.99).
Testing for changes in individual rules or sensitivity of response

Feature selection for predictors of startle response
To determine what features are predictive of whether an individual responds to a startling neighbor, we performed feature selection using L 1 -penalized regression [17, 20] . We fit a mixed-effects logistic regression with all possible predictors of response in our study, but we included a sparse penalty on regression coefficients. This prevents overfitting and favors sparse models, highlighting the features with the greatest predictive power. In L 1 -penalized regression, θ (the vector of coefficient weights on all predictors of response) is chosen such that the maximum likelihood estimation is balanced against the L 1 norm of the coefficients, with an adjustable strength of the penalty imposed on including non-zero coefficients. We aim to find
where i indexes all candidate initiator and first responder startle pairs and · 1 is the L 1 norm. We choose a model based on λ min , which is the value of λ at which the binomial deviance of the model is minimized. This represents the best trade-off between model complexity and model fit.
The features we examined can be broadly categorized into the stimulus itself, distance, spatial orientation, and visual information (full list in Supplementary Figure S7 ). Log transformations of metric distance, loom, and initiator startle intensity were also included, as many sensory systems operate on a logarithmic scale to increase dynamic range [2] . To account for the grouped nature of our data, we included a random effect of Cascade ID nested within Group ID. To examine whether the same features are predictive of response before versus after Schreckstoff, we ran feature selection twice: once on the "before Schreckstoff" data, and once on the "after Schreckstoff" data.
We focused on the first responder to an initiator in cascades featuring at least one responder (baseline: N = 46 events; alarmed: N = 108 events), as we have the clearest causal relationship between alarm initiation and response: subsequent startles could be due to the initial startle, some early responder(s), or some combination. We considered all non-responders within 50 cm of the initiator.
We first fit simple starting models with just the intercept and the nested random effect, one version for before Schreckstoff and one for after Schreckstoff. This gave us starting conditions for the coefficients and variance of the coefficients to initialize our models when running a parameter scan on lambda (the sparseness penalty) to find the value with the minimum deviance. This parameter scan involves fitting a glmmLasso model [20] with Response as the target and all possible features as the predictors, and the starting values from the simple model.
When we ran the parameter scan on lambda and then fit final models to the lambda with the lowest deviance, the top-ranked predictors were 1) log metric distance and 2) ranked angular area for the "before Schreckstoff" data, and 1) log metric distance, 2) metric distance, and 3) ranked angular area in the "after Schreckstoff" data (Supplementary Figure S7) . Given the strong correlation between log metric distance and metric distance (r = 0.940), we interpreted this as the most informative features being log metric distance and ranked angular area for both "before Schreckstoff" and "after Schreckstoff" in the first exposure to Schreckstoff.
We used the same methods to determine the top predictors of response to a startling neighbor upon the third exposure to Schreckstoff (N = 27 events with at least one responder prior to Schreckstoff and N = 44 events after). The top features prior to the third exposure to Schreckstoff were ranked angular area, angular area, and log metric distance. After third exposure to Schreckstoff, the top features were log metric distance, topological distance, and ranked angular area (Supplementary Figure S7) . Given the weaker correlations between log metric distance and topological distance (r = 0.676), and angular area and ranked angular area (r = −0.551), we are unable to strongly claim that log metric distance and ranked angular area are the top predictors of response in the third-exposure data. We note, however, that both predictors are in the top three most-predictive features for before and after Schreckstoff in both first and third exposures, these features have been shown to be predictive of response in previous work [19] , and that the difference between the feature weights of the second and thirdstrongest predictors are relatively small.
Testing for the significance of an interaction with exposure
Our results indicate that individuals use either the same (first exposure) or similar (third exposure) rules of response before and after exposure to Schreckstoff: log metric distance and ranked angular area are predictive of responding to a neighbor. However, the possibility exists that the sensitivity to log metric distance or ranked angular area changes with Schreckstoff. We therefore examined whether individuals become more sensitive to startling neighbors with Schreckstoff using three approaches: 1) examining the overlap in the features' confidence intervals between models trained on data before and after Schreckstoff, 2) examining the significance of interaction terms with Time (before vs. after Schreckstoff), and 3) performing likelihood ratio tests to determine whether model fit improved when Time was added. The first two approaches took advantage of the fact that the same features (log metric distance and ranked angular area) are the best predictors before and after the first exposure to Schreckstoff.
In the first approach, we fit separate mixed-effects logistic regression models to first responder data for before versus after first exposure to Schreckstoff (Supplementary Tables S2, S3 ). The predictors in the models were log metric distance and ranked angular area, the top two predictors from feature selection (Supplementary Information Sec 5.1), and we included a random effect of Cascade ID nested within Group ID. As described in the main text, we then examined the 95% confidence intervals on the regression coefficients for each predictor. Because the intervals overlap (Sup-plementary Table S4 ), we do not have evidence of a change in the functional form for responding to a neighbor given these top two predictors.
As a second approach, we combined data from before and after first exposure to Schreckstoff and trained a mixed-effects logistic regression model. Fixed effects included log metric distance (LMD), ranked angular area (RAA), and both features' interactions with time (before vs. after Schreckstoff). Cascade ID nested within Group ID was included as a random effect. Model output is shown in Supplementary Table S5 . We did not find strong support for an effect of Time, Time*LMD, or Time*RAA (all P >0.05).
Finally, we used likelihood ratio tests to examine whether model fit significantly improves when including Time. We trained on a model on the combined data (as in the second approach above), but did not include Time, LMD*Time, or RAA*Time. We still included the nested random effect of Cascade ID within Group ID. We then performed a likelihood ratio test to determine whether model fit significantly improved when including information about when startles occurred. Model fit did not improve (χ 2 = 3.925, P = 0.270), indicating that sensitivity to log metric distance and ranked angular area does not significantly change upon first exposure to Schreckstoff.
For the third-exposure data, there were different predictors of response before (log metric distance, ranked angular area, and angular area) and after (log metric distance, ranked angular area, and topological distance) Schreckstoff. We therefore created separate models fit to all third-exposure data and trained on either the "before Schreckstoff" features or the "after Schreckstoff" features, as well as included the nested random effect. We then performed likelihood ratio tests as before to determine whether labeling startles by whether they occurred before or after the group received Schreckstoff significantly improved the predictive power of the model. In fact, neither model benefited from the added feature of time ("before" features model: χ 2 = 2.572, P = 0.632; "after" features model: χ 2 = 2.188, P = 0.701). This indicates that irrespective of the exact features used, sensitivity to these features does not significantly change upon third exposure to Schreckstoff.
Complex contagion model for cascade sizes
Consistency of complex contagion model with first responder probabilities
Because log metric distance and ranked angular area were the top two predictors under both baseline and alarmed conditions in the first exposure, we can use
to describe the probability that individual i startles given that individual j has startled, as a function of the log of the metric distance between the two, and fish j's ranked angular area on the retina of fish i. This equation fits the empirical startling data to produce probabilities that a given fish is a first responder: the weight w ij gives the probability that individual i will be the first responder to a startle by individual j. We use w ij in the complex contagion model to predict the size of entire cascades. For consistency, in the contagion model, we want the probabilities p ij , that each individual i responds first given j is the initial startler, to be proportional to the values from the data, w ij . In this section, we explicitly calculate these probabilities p ij , showing that they are proportional to w ij in the limit where timesteps are small and cascades grow slowly.
First, we focus only on fish i and j (neglecting for the moment the possibility that some other fish k could startle first in response to j). In the limit of small time steps ∆t, we can treat the dose accumulation process as continuous, such that the rate of change of the internal state of fish i when j has startled is d awij wherew ij = w ij /K i (see Methods section of main text for variable definitions). The probability that fish i startles at all in response is equal to the probability that its threshold is below d awij τ act . This is
where p(θ) is the distribution of thresholds. In the case of a uniform distribution of thresholds with mean valueθ, p(θ) = 1 2θ
, and
Thus, neglecting the possibility of other fish startling before i and ignoring any variation in K i , we see that the probability p 1 ij that i is the first responder is indeed proportional to w ij , as desired. When including the degree K i , the relationship is more complicated, but because there is little variation in K i (especially in the local neighborhood of a particular first startler j), we still expect that p 1 ij is approximately proportional to w ij .
Second, we ask how the possibility that another fish k startles before i affects the overall probability p ij that i responds first. For simplicity, add just one other fish, k: we want the probability that i startles and that it startles before k. This corresponds to two possibilities: i startles and k doesn't, or both startle and i startles first. Then the total probability of i being the first responder to j is (in the case of uniformly distributed thresholds)
where the final expression in parentheses is the probability that i startles first given that both i and k startle. Using Equation S5, we find
The higher-order terms are small when w ij 1 ∀i, j or when τ act /θ 1. These results match our intuition: the relative probabilities match when cascades stay small, when it is unlikely that more than one fish startles in response to the initial startler.
For the first-exposure Schreckstoff simulations, we used values of 0.06449, −3.20552, and −0.08016 for the coefficient values for the intercept, log metric distance, and ranked angular area, respectively. To simulate the third exposure, we set the coefficients to −0.11420, −2.10782, and −0.30750. These values come from combining the baseline and postSchreckstoff data (for each exposure separately) and fitting a logistic regression to the entire dataset, assuming no change in social responsiveness as outlined in Sec S5.2.
Estimating the cascade size distribution and credible intervals
The complex contagion model produces distributions of cascade sizes that we use to evaluate the likelihood of individual dose thresholds to startling. We estimate these distributions by simulating the cascade spreading process many times for every parameter and configuration of fish. We find that using 10 4 simulations gives us reasonable resolution for our purposes.
To calculate the relative log-likelihood of the cascade size data as a function of the dose threshold parameterθ, plotted in Figure 4b , we estimate the probabilities of each cascade size using the simulation:
where P represents the relative frequency for the observed experimental cascade size s i in the model given the spatial positioning of that trial. To transform the log-likelihood curves into credible intervals, we first assume that there are negligible contributions fromθ outside the range we tested (reasonable given the decline in log-likelihood at the edges of the tested range), effectively setting a uniform prior in log-space over the tested range ofθ. This produces an absolute likelihood value L as a function ofθ:
The 95% credible intervals of this distribution are displayed in Figure 4c .
Quantification of relative contributions of responsiveness and spatial positioning to cascade sizes
We used the behavioral contagion model to determine the relative contributions of responsiveness and spatial positioning to the increase in cascade size observed after the first exposure to Schreckstoff. To generate cascades, the model uses a complex contagion process on networks constructed based on probabilities of response, which come from a logistic regression model and is described in [19] . For the analysis in Figure  4b ,c in the main text this regression had the form
where LMD is log metric distance and RAA is ranked angular area. Here, we did not include information about whether startles occurred before or after exposure to Schreckstoff and thus there was no change in individual responsiveness from before to after Schreckstoff included at the level of the network. To test if including a change in individual responsiveness would improve our generative model, we instead used the threshold parameter of the contagion model (see Figure 4b,c of main text) .
To quantify the relative contributions of responsiveness and spatial positioning by measuring them on a commensurate scale of average cascade size as seen in Figure 4d of the main text, we trained an additional model with information about when startles occurred. The model has the form
where When is a factor referring to whether startles occurred before or after Schreckstoff. Thus for a given LMD and RAA, Equation S11 will now give us a different probability of response depending on whether Schreckstoff is present. This corresponds to a change in individual responsiveness with Schreckstoff that is encoded in the coefficients of the regression model. The change in spatial positioning on the other hand is encoded in the values of LMD and RAA measured in the experiment.
We generate networks using this regression model to tease apart the relative contributions of changes in responsiveness (the When terms) versus changes in spatial positioning (LMD and RAA). Specifically, we can use spatial positioning for startles that occurred before or after Schreckstoff, and we can separately use regression coefficients fit to data before or after Schreckstoff. This produces the following four contexts: The average cascade size in simulations on the above networks acts as a common scale to evaluate the relative contributions of responsiveness and spatial positions. Note that Contexts 1 and 4 are essentially the "before 1st exposure" (1) and "after 1st exposure" (4) cases from Figure 4 , with the difference of When terms in the regression that now explicitly allow a change in responsiveness at the level of the network. To generate cascades in the model for the four above contexts, we need to also choose a value for the threshold parameter. Similar to Figure 4b and c, we varied the threshold parameterθ to determine the value that best describes social responsiveness for Context 1 (before Schreckstoff) and Context 4 (after Schreckstoff). This resulted in where values in brackets indicate credible intervals (see section S6.2). For Context 2 (only change in responsiveness) we thus used the "after threshold," and for Context 3 (only change in spatial positioning) we used the "before threshold," as a change in threshold also accounts for a change in responsiveness. In order to include our uncertainty about the threshold into our comparison, we also ran simulations with the lower and upper limit of the credible intervals stated above. These are used to construct credible intervals on the resulting cascade size distributions (see shaded areas in Figure S6 and the average cascade size in Figure 4d of the main text).
If changes in responsiveness contribute meaningfully to collective sensitivity, we should expect an increase in cascade size from Context 1 to Context 2. With no changes in spatial positioning, we should get larger cascades merely because fish are more sensitive to one another. Note that this does not test whether or not individuals change their responsiveness with Schreckstoff; it only measures how much larger we expect cascades to be if there is only a change in responsiveness.
If changes in spatial positioning matter, we should get larger cascades in Context 3 than Context 1. With no changes in individual responsiveness, the model predicts that a change in group structure alone would result in larger cascades.
Finally, in Context 4, we can see how much larger cascades are relative to baseline (Context 1) if we allow for both changes in individual responsiveness and spatial positioning. We can think of this as a "maximum change," and therefore have a comparison to which we can relate the average cascade sizes in Contexts 2 and 3. This lets us ask, "How far toward the larger cascades seen after Schreckstoff (Context 4) do we get if we change only responsiveness (Context 2) or spatial positioning (Context 3)?"
As shown in Figure 4d of We therefore conclude that a change in spatial positioning is essential for the increase of group responsiveness (measured by average cascade size), while a change in responsiveness is on its own insufficient to explain the experimentally observed increase in cascade size after first exposure to Schreckstoff. Table S3 . Mixed-effects model predicting whether an individual will startle in response to a neighbor, after the first exposure of Schreckstoff, and trained on the top features from feature selection. To minimize human subjectivity, edge cases were included in labeling startling fish. Only the first fish to exhibit a startle (i.e., the initiator) was included, as manually identifying potential responders is more subjective. Full distributions are shown on the left, with a close-up on the distribution overlap on the right. Fish with a peak intensity greater than 99.9% of the free swimming distribution were labeled as startling. This threshold is roughly equal to 110 cm 2 s −3 . Manual comparison to videos indicates this threshold represents a good categorization of a minimum intensity for startle behavior. Results in main text are not sensitive to startle thresholds between 90 and 130 cm 2 s −3 (Supplementary Table S1 ). Figure S4 . Peak swimming intensity versus time that peak intensity was achieved (relative to the initiating startle). Black points are responders, red points are first responders, and gray points are non-responders . Results of feature selection using L 1 -penalized regression to determine top predictors of whether a fish will startle in response to a neighbor A) before and B) after first exposure to Schreckstoff, and C) before and D) after third exposure to Schreckstoff.
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